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Overview
The Business Decisions Processor allows you to define evaluations (credit scores,
product eligibility, insurance premiums, interest rates and more) that you can use at
various decision points in a digital journey. It relies on decision matrices that
incorporate a variety of evaluation criteria, allowing you to implement complex
decision modeling for your business processes.

For instance, you can create a business rule that evaluates customers' credit scores
based on criteria such as income, employment history, type of credit and current debt.
Then, you can use this credit score in a loan application digital journey to decide
weather to extend or deny the credit to the customer.

Evaluation Criteria
You can include multiple source attributes in your decision matrix, each with its own
evaluation criterion. Depending on your business logic, the evaluation criterion may
check if the source attribute:

l has a fixed value

l is within a certain interval

l belongs to a lookup entity

l belongs to an option set

l is a certain number of days, months or years old.

You can also define advanced evaluation criteria based on custom parameters and
computations or you can create complex evaluation criteria that evaluate multiple
source attributes together.
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Decision Matrices
Each evaluation criterion returns a result in the form of a numeric value, a
classification, or a decision input. Evaluation criteria results are aggregated in the
decision matrix based on their sum, weighted sum, minimum, or maximum value. For
instance, in a credit scoring business rule, you can have evaluation criteria that
produce individual scores for age, income, collateral, level of indebtedness, etc. and a
decision matrix that sums up these individual scores to produce the final credit score.

Applications
The Business Decisions Processor can facilitate business processes, such as:

l Account opening

l Loan applications

l Product availability

l Commission calculus

l Claims handling

l Mortgage processing

l Approval flows.
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Installation
Starting with v20, the FintechOS Studio comes with the Business Decisions Processor
pre-installed. For older versions of FintechOS Studio, follow the installation
instructions below:

1 Download the Business Decisions
Processor deployment package
(FintechOS Studio versions prior to v20)

1. In the FintechOS App Store, select the Automation Processors category.

2. From the list of automation processors, select Business Decisions Processor.

3. In the Cognitive Processor page, click the shopping cart icon ( ) to add the

automation processor to your shopping cart.

4. In the top menu, select My Cart.

5. Click the Checkout button ( ).

6. Fill in the required information and click the Place Order button ( ) to download

the deployment package.
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2 Import the Business Decisions
Processor deployment package into
FintechOS Studio (FintechOS Studio
versions prior to v20)

1. Launch FintechOS Studio in developer mode.

2. Click the main menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. In the main menu, click DEVOPS.

4. Click Deployment Packages.

5. Click the Import icon ( ) in the top right corner to import the deployment package.

6. In the File Upload window that opens, navigate to the deployment package files.

7. Select the Business Decisions Processor - v1.3.xml file and click Open.
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Step 1. Create a criteria group
The criteria group includes the input parameters that will be evaluated by the
business rule, such as age, income, level of debt, or collateral value. Since the input
parameters are based on entity attributes, you must define a source entity that
includes or a fetch that returns the required attributes.

To create a criteria group:

1. Open FintechOS Studio in developer mode.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.
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3. In the Main Menu, expand the Business Automation section.

4. In the Business Automation section, click Business Decisions.

5. In the Business Decisions subsection, click Criteria Groups.

6. In the Criteria Groups List page, click the Insert button ( ) at the top right corner.

7. Enter a Name for the criteria group.

8. Choose the Criteria Group type (virtual or not).

9. Choose the Relation type ( related or unrelated).

10.  Select the entity attributes that will be used as input parameters for the business rule.

l If the business rule evaluates attributes from a single entity:

Select the Source Entity from the drop-down box.

l If the business rule evaluates attributes from a fetch:

i. Click Fetch Designer.

ii. Define a fetch that returns the required parameters in the Advanced Find

window. For information on how to work with the Fetch Designer, see the

FintechOS Studio documentation.

iii. Click OK to return to the Add Criteria Group page.

11. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.
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Step 2. Define the evaluation criteria

Understanding evaluation criteria
An evaluation criterion indicates a type of evaluation that will be applied to one or
more source attributes to obtain an evaluation result.

Simple and complex evaluation criteria

You can create either simple evaluation criteria (that evaluate a single attribute) or
complex evaluation criteria (that evaluate multiple attributes together).

You create complex evaluation criteria by combining multiple simple evaluation
criteria. For instance, to evaluate eligibility for a special offer for students, you may
combine an evaluation criterion for the age range with an evaluation criterion for
education.

Custom source attributes

If a source attribute you want to evaluate is not explicitly defined in the criteria
group, you can define your own custom attributes. For instance, if you want to provide
an offer only on certain days of the week, you can create a custom attribute that
returns the current day of the week, which will then be evaluated to determine if the
offer is available or not.

Evaluation types

Simple evaluation criteria can have the following types:

l Fixed Value – Checks if an attribute has a certain value.

l Interval – Checks if an attribute is within a certain range.

l Lookup – Checks if an attribute belongs to a lookup entity.
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l Option Set – Checks if an attribute belongs to an option set.

l Date Year – Checks the number of years that passed since a source date attribute.

l Date Month – Checks the number of months that passed since a source date attribute.

l Date Day – Checks the number of days that passed since a source date attribute.

Complex evaluation criteria are logical conjunctions of the simple evaluation criteria
they include. All simple evaluation criteria components must be met for a complex
evaluation criterion to be true.

How to create a simple evaluation criterion for a source
attribute from the criteria group

1. Open FintechOS Studio in developer mode.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. In the Main Menu, expand the Business Automation section.

4. In the Business Automation section, click Business Decisions.

5. In the Business Decisions subsection, click Criteria.

6. In the Criteria List page, click the Insert button ( ) at the top right corner.

7. Enter a Name for the criterion.

8.  Select the Criteria Type to indicate the type of evaluation that will be applied to the

source attribute. For details, see "Evaluation types" on the previous page.

9. Select the business rule's Criteria Group. For details, see "Step 1. Create a criteria

group" on page 8.

10. Select the Source Attribute that will be evaluated.

11. In the Criteria Complexity field, select Simple.

12. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.
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13. In the Criteria Matrix Context table click the Insert Existing button ( ) to select

or create a matrix context for your evaluation criterion. All evaluation criteria and

decision matrices that interoperate must belong to the same matrix context.

14. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

How to create a simple evaluation criterion for a custom
source attribute

1. Open FintechOS Studio in developer mode.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. In the Main Menu, expand the Business Automation section.

4. In the Business Automation section, click Business Decisions.

5. In the Business Decisions subsection, click Criteria.

6. In the Criteria List page, click the Insert button ( ) at the top right corner.

7. Enter a Name for the criterion.

8.  Select the Criteria Type to indicate the type of evaluation that will be applied to the

source attribute. For details, see "Evaluation types" on page 10.

9. Select the business rule's Criteria Group. For details, see "Step 1. Create a criteria

group" on page 8.

10. In the Criteria Complexity field, select Simple.

11. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

12. In the Criteria Matrix Context table click the Insert Existing button ( ) to select

or create a matrix context for your evaluation criterion. All evaluation criteria and

decision matrices that interoperate must belong to the same matrix context.

13. Select the Behavior tab.
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14. In the Formula text box, enter the JavaScript code that returns your custom source

attribute. You set the custom source attribute by assigning its value to the

returnInfo.value variable.

If your code includes parameters that will be passed when the evaluation criterion is

instantiated (when it is used in a concrete evaluation in the evaluation matrix), use the

Parameters section to define those parameters.

15. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

How to create a complex evaluation criterion

1. Open FintechOS Studio in developer mode.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. In the Main Menu, expand the Business Automation section.

4. In the Business Automation section, click Business Decisions.

5. In the Business Decisions subsection, click Criteria.

6. In the Criteria List page, click the Insert button ( ) at the top right corner.

7. Enter a Name for the criterion.

8. Select the Criteria Group that includes your source attribute. For details, see "Step 1.

Create a criteria group" on page 8.

9. In the Criteria Complexity field, select Complex.

10. In the Criteria 1, Criteria 2, Criteria 3, etc. fields, select the simple evaluation criteria

that you want to evaluate together.

11. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.
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12. In the Criteria Matrix Context table click the Insert Existing button ( ) to select

or create a matrix context for your evaluation criterion. All evaluation criteria and

decision matrices that interoperate must belong to the same matrix context.

13. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

Step 3. Create the decision matrix

Understanding decisionmatrices
The decision matrix maps source attribute values to evaluation results and aggregates
those results into a single business decision.

Evaluations

Each line in the decision matrix represents an evaluation that returns a result for a
specific source attribute value (or value range). The source attribute and the type of
match with the provided value are based on the evaluation criterion (for details, see
"Evaluation types" on page 10).

Evaluations based on complex evaluation criteria require values for all the source
attributes of the included simple evaluation criteria, as they are evaluated together.

The evaluation result can be defined explicitly (in the form of a string, number, or
decision) or it can be computed based on a formula.

Matrix Decision

The results provided by each evaluation are compiled in a single decision as either a:
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l Score – Adds up all numeric evaluation results.

l Class – Selects a string value returned by the evaluation results.

l Decision – Prioritizes Not Passed over Manual Analysis over Passed evaluation results.

How to create a decisionmatrix

1. Open FintechOS Studio in developer mode.

2. Click the Main Menu icon ( ) at the top left corner.

3. In the Main Menu, expand the Business Automation section.

4. In the Business Automation section, click Business Decisions.

5. In the Business Decisions subsection, click Matrices.

6. In the Matrices List page, click the Insert button ( ) at the top right corner.

7. Enter a Name for the decision matrix.

8. Select the Matrix Context. All evaluation criteria and decision matrices that

interoperate must belong to the same matrix context.

9. Select the Result Type (see "Matrix Decision" on the previous page for details about the

available types).

10. Select the Destination Entity in which the matrix decision will be saved.

11. Select the Destination Attribute in which the matrix decision will be saved.

12. Select the Update Type to indicate how the matrix decision will be saved in the

destination attribute:

l Clean – Overwrites the existing destination attribute with the matrix decision

value.
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l Difference – Substracts the matrix decision value from the existing destination

attribute.

l Divide – Divides the existing destination attribute to the matrix decision value.

l Multiply – Multiplies the existing destination attribute with the matrix decision

value.

l Sum – Adds the matrix decision value to the existing destination attribute.

13. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

How to configure thematrix values

1. Open the decision matrix (see "How to create a decision matrix" on the previous page

for details).

2. In the Matrix Values table click the Insert button ( ) to add a new evaluation to

the matrix.

3. In the Criteria field, select the evaluation criterion you will use for the evaluation.

If your evaluation criterion includes custom parameters that must be passed from the

evaluation matrix (see "How to create a simple evaluation criterion for a custom source

attribute" on page 12), use the Criteria Parameters section to enter values for those

parameters.

4. If the evaluation result is defined explicitly, enter the evaluation result in one of the

following fields:

l String Value – for string results.

l Matrix Value Decision – for results in the form Passed, Not Passed, or Manual

Analysis.

l Value – for numeric results.
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5. If the evaluation result is computed using a function:

i. Tick the Evaluate Formula checkbox.

ii. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

iii. In the Formula text box, enter the JavaScript code that returns your evaluation

result. You set the evaluation result by assigning its value to the

returnInfo.value variable.

6. At the bottom of the page, enter the values that will be matched against the source

attribute of the evaluation criterion (see "Evaluations" on page 14 for details).

For complex evaluation criteria, you must provide values for all the source attributes of

the included simple evaluation criteria.

For interval types of evaluation criteria (see "Evaluation types" on page 10 for details),

you must provide two values: one for the beginning and one for the end of the interval.

7. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

8. To add an additional evaluation, go back to Step 2.

9. Click the Save and Close button ( ) at the top right corner of the page.

Use theMatrix in a From driven Flow
After completing the fields above, on the top-left corner choose the status of the
matrix in order to use it in a From Driven Flow.
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Choose the status approved to use it in journeys. Once approved, it cannot be
modified. It can be modified only in draft mode.

The status is also shown in the list of matrices.

In the History tab, the status changes are displaced.
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Examples

How to create a credit score business
rule
In this example, we create a business rule that evaluates a customer's credit score:

l The scoring is based on the customer's income level and education, which are stored in

the Customers entity in the YearlyIncome and Education attributes respectively.

l There are two evaluation criteria, one for the income level and another for the eduction,

each assigning a partial score.

l The partial scores provided by the evaluation criteria are summed up by a decision

matrix to generate the customer's credit score.

l The credit score is saved in the Score attribute in the Customers entity.

Step 1. Create the criteria group
In the main menu, select Business Automation > Business Decisions > Criteria Groups
and create a criteria group named Scoring that will evaluate attributes in the
Customers source entity.
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For more information about criteria groups, see "Step 1. Create a criteria group" on
page 8.

Step 2. Create the evaluation criteria

1. In the main menu, select Business Automation > Business Decisions > Criteria and

create two evaluation criteria: Education and Income.
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2. Set up the Education criterion to evaluate if the Education attribute from the
Scoring criteria group has a specific Fixed Value. The criterion complexity is
Simple. The matrix context for the criteria is called Banking Product Scoring.
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3. Set up the Income criterion to evaluate if the YearlyIncome attribute from the Scoring

criteria group belongs to a specific Interval. The criterion complexity is Simple. The
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matrix context for the criteria is called Banking Product Scoring.

For more information about evaluation criteria, see "Step 2. Define the evaluation
criteria" on page 10.

Step 3. Create the decisionmatrix

1. In the main menu, select Business Automation > Business Decisions > Matrices and

create a matrix called Customer Score.
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2. Assign the Customer Score matrix to the Banking Product Scoring matrix context. The

result type is Score (as it will add up the Income score and the Education score). The

result will be saved in the Score attribute of the Customers entity. Setting the update

type to Clean will overwrite any existing value stored in the attribute. If none of the
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evaluations return a value, a default value of 0 will be assigned to the matrix result.

3. Click the Save and Reload button ( ) at the top right corner of the page and scroll

down to the Matrix Values section of the page.

4. Insert the desired partial scores for the Income value ranges and Education types.
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5. After you add all the desired evaluations, the decision matrix is complete.

6. Choose the status approved in the matrix you created to use the matrix in a Form

Driven Flow.

For more information about decision matrices, see "Step 3. Create the decision
matrix" on page 14.
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